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he ever-increasing level of integration

Unlike previous projects, ONOM@TOPIC+

possible in integrated circuits means

targeted a fully open approach – including

many more functions can be added to chip-

private/public partnerships – and demonstrated

equipped smart cards. The MEDEA+ 2A302
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on complex services. This prepares the way for
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applications. The primary
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goal was to develop complete
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national interoperability of digital identities,
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and
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project with a suitable handset to host the

document delivery at home or in other coun-

new cards. Such cards should be available
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commercially early in 2009.

mechanisms. The card should also be able to
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incorporate applications such as financial,

enabling very large memories on the SIM

retail or information services.
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Another advance concerned a completely

Next-generation SIM cards

new software design. The SIM card can now
act like an Internet node, having a TCP/IP

The mobile multimedia subproject set out to

connection with the mobile handset so that

make major improvements in SIM cards and

it is possible to browse the content of the

mobile handsets to handle multimedia con-

SIM card in the same way as in a standard

tent more efficiently. Efforts resulted in new

Internet browser.

technology concepts, with two new stand-

Finally, substantial developments were made

ards now recognised worldwide.

at handset level to enable mobile terminals

Key advances included a SIM card supporting

to take full advantages of these new SIM card

very high speed connectivity with mobile ter-

features.
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cial as mobile personal computers and mobile
multimedia converge completely. In addition,

It is now also possible for the mobile oper

the project developed the single wire protocol

ator to develop new services – including

(SWP) to handle NFC technology from the SIM

complete remote configuration of the hand-

card for proximity contactless interfaces with

set and management of operator identity

external devices such as kiosks, TVs and con-

from the SIM card, and downloading applica-

sumer electronics. Both interfaces have been

tions directly to the SIM card for later use on

endorsed by ETSI and 3GPP.
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The new interfaces ensure a high level of

service provider as the operator owns the

security and the project targeted simultan

SIM card and not the handset.

eous use of both interfaces in the SIM plat-

The operator will be able to control the SIM

form, without changing the existing stand-

card, check what is in it and manage both

ard packaging and pin count. This required

operator and customer applications efficient-

efficient use of the eight pins on the standard

ly, opening up new opportunities. Several

card: five for the ISO-standard connections

advanced use cases were developed – such as

between handset and card, two for USB and

fast phone book restore, video on demand,

the last one for contactless management

mobile blog and anonymous secure purchase

thanks to the clever SWP full-duplex protocol.

– and some will be marketed from the end

Working prototypes were produced in the

of 2008.
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MEDEA+ !2365 is the industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe's technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon.

